(because, when thinking about this space, I couldn’t help thinking about
all the movie scenes on a train station,
-> like the one of the woman with a suitcase filmed from behind with the
vanishing point at the end of the railroad)
- it’s like when directors are acting in their own movies,
-

- to make a photo novel - meaning: images in a sequence - I had two photo novels as references -> “the violent tapes of 1975” (David Lamelas)
-> what you don’t see is what is on the ‘violent’ tapes but the violence
around them -> the power of images
and “para um jovem de brilhante futuro” (Carlos Zilio,1974) -> making a
story to show an artwork

- another meaning of the word ‘image’ as -> public impression
- in relation to what we do with this project -> making public space/a
waiting room at the train station - actually more private, inviting selected
group of people to inhabit this space for a purpose of exchange or presentation
- to make an image of ourselves ...
(funny etymological association: image also meant “reflection in a mirror”
early 14c. )

- “to a young woman of bright future” is about the future that looks like
the past. or the future from the past

- photographs by Vijai Patchineelam

- somehow, the digital of today looks more old than an analogue image -

- analogue, black and white film

-> because of the materiality of film or
-> because to create analogue image of the future, the imagination works
with what is not shown,

- developed, scanned and printed in risogrpah

- it’s about marking time and space - what started in the past for projections in the future that comes together in present for “ongoing becoming”
[from Pia Louwerens’s notes on Barad]

- paper: Fedrigioni, arcoprint
milk, 300g
- edition of 200
- one of the ideas was to print
only this one image,
photographed just from behind
the wall of the waiting room, as
if you can see through the wall,
when sitting inside
(but this was to conceptually
closed to what I am interested in
now.
still, it’s a beautiful image)

